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ABSTRACT 

The allocation of limited resources is a success key of a given production process and its maintenance. By reducing costs, 

companies can derive a decisive and immediate competitive advantage. We aim to model the allocation of resources in a 

typical production unit in order to be able to propose improvements at a later stage. A model: workers, resources, tasks will 

be adopted as part of our model. Once developed, this model can be the starting point for further optimization efforts aimed 

at any component of the value chain of any production process. 

Besides, we will add a framework based on an interactive approach to minimize operating costs without a significant 

investment in CAPEX: RocDel (Reducing operating costs by Dynamic elimination of losses).  

Keywords:  Allocation, Ressources, Production Unit, Optimization Of Resources, Rocdel.  

I INTRODUCTION  

The allocation of resources is of paramount importance in the production process. Resources are intrinsically 

limited. Therefore, their distribution needs to be optimized in order to meet the following challenges   : 

1. Minimize capital expenditure   gold   Capital expense, CAPEX) [1,2]. 

2. Optimize permanent (non-depreciable) expenses in terms of variable cost of production (operating 

expense,   Operating expenditure,   Operational expense,   Operational expenditure   gold   Opex) [3,4,5]. 

3. Improve performance in terms of HSE (Health, Safety and Environment) [6,7] 

In this work, we focus on modeling the allocation of resources in a typical production unit. The objective of this 

paper is to maximize production by considering the following model : a given number of workers, use a given 

number of resources, in order to be able to perform a given number of tasks. Tasks can vary from production to 

maintenance or support functions. Our goal is to introduce the novice user to a problem of optimizing limited 

resources by using the standard tools of operations research in a simple and comprehensive approach. The 

experienced reader is endowed throughout this report with a manageable interactive tool that can be made even 

more sophisticated by increasing the number of variables and variabilities. It should be noted that a considerable 

effort has been made so that mathematicians and interested parties far from the field of the studied application 

can find in our work a scientific matter formulated in a simple way. Experts from production units may object to 

the validity of a number of assumptions. We invite them to contact the authors. 
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II PRESENTATION OF THE MODELS 

We perform the optimization on the interval of a work station (between 8hr and 12hr) and summarize the 

parameters used in our approach, as well as their notation in Table 1   : 

Table 1: Les variables et leur signification. 

Parameter Notation or significance 

A Resource 

Endowment Site 

Varies with the different fields of application 

D The number of tasks 

producitvite The total productivity achieved on the production unit being 

studied 

i, between 1 and D A task i  

Productivite_i Productivity during the task i  

M The number of resources in the production unit being studied. 

j, between 1 and M A Resource Endowment Site j 

N_ij The number of workers assigned between the place of 

performance of the task i and the resource endowment j 

l, between 1 and n_ij Worker l Assigned between the task place i and the resource 

endowment location j. 

C_l Capacity in terms of worker l productivity  

N_ijl The productivity achieved by the worker l which is assigned the 

place of performance of the task i and the resource endowment j. 

C_ijl The cycle carried out by the worker l, Which is assigned the 

place of performance of the task i and the resource endowment j . 

D_ijl The distance traveled (it is possible to include the various 

difficulties to be overcome in order to be able to carry out a 

given task  [8,9]) by the worker l The place where the task was 

carried out  i and the resource endowment j. 

T_p Duration of the workstation (typically 8hr for three shifts per 

day, or 12hrs for two shifts per day) 

v 
Mean velocity (one can include the operative efficiency 

[10,11,12]) of the workers in the production unit studied 
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III OBJECTIVE OF OPTIMIZATION 

The optimization routine takes as input the places where the tasks are performed, the places where resources are 

endowed, and the workers with their characteristics, and aims to give as output the optimal assignment. It should 

be noted that our approach will allow an exchange between unknowns and parameters according to the need of 

the user: this is outside the perimeter of the report [13,14,15]. 

We illustrate the approach as follows   : 

 

Figure 1: Optimization goal 

We schematize the optimization problem in question as follows   : 

 

Figure 2: Actors in the model 

III FORMULATION 

In the discussion cited above, we explained that our objective is to maximize the function productivity which 

can be represented as following: 

 

Where: 

n: Number of tasks. 

The producitivite _ i associated with the place of performance of tasks i, comes from all resource endowment 

sites j. Moreover, between the place where tasks are carried out i and a place for performing tasks j performed 

by the affected workers. Each worker  between a given place of performance of tasks and a place of realization 
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of tasks carried a total number of tasks and has a given capacity. Therefore, producitivite_i can be written as 

follows:    

 

The number of tasks carried out by the worker l, which is assigned between the place where tasks are carried out 

and the place where tasks are carried out, can be written according to the cycle as follows   : 

 

In addition, the cycle of the said worker, can also be written as follows   : 

 

Thus, the “producitivite” in question can be written as follows   : 

 

In the end, our objective producivity can be written as follows   : 

 

IV IMPLEMENTATION (ROCDEL) : PHENOMENOLOGIC PROCEDURE 

In a second part of this work, we will present another approach based on a broad analysis of a typical production 

unit. We will focus on “micro” data streams, and main actors. Subsequent work will be intended to combine 

modeling and stream analysis. To this end, we have developed an interactive framework called RocDel 

(Reducing operating costs by Dynamic elimination of losses). We have set up the RocDel framework on the two 

following pillars: 

A. The industry strategy is divided into two components: Strategic, and Tactical.  

a. The Strategic side is based on top management decisions. In the field, people “do not have the hand on” 

top managers’ thoughts. They have to “UnderGO”. Another aspect of RocDel I am currently developing focuses 

on how to make of the framework a tool to assist top managers: how senior and top managers can avoid being 

disconnected from what is happening in the field (I think this is a challenge most managers face)? How they can 

trigger profitable initiatives based on actually happening facts? How the hierarchy can play innovative roles 

other than tell superiors what subordinates are doing (this traditional process accuracy is subjective and subject 

to several uncertainties)? This is a cultural dilemma which I call: Manager Field Awareness versus Operator 

Hierarchy Rule Recognition. How can we marry operators’ skills and managers’ vision?  
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b. The Tactical side is mostly controlled by field people (RocDel Field people = Production + 

Maintenance teams. The current version of RocDel neglects support functions: this is another area of 

improvement for future work). Here we are talking about daily operations’ management. For instance, we try to 

bring grounded answers to the following questions: how can we adapt maintenance schedule to match 

production objectives? How to ensure the neuralgic machines availability during production peaks? How to plan 

long-term maintenance operations during low-production seasons? In a word, how to get the maintenance 

involved in production to ensure equipment quality, and how production teams can get the best performance of 

an available equipment [16,17,18]. 

In this component, several issues are discussed: spare parts supply, equipment stoppage schedule, performance 

forecast and monitoring, and technical expertise evaluation. 

B. RocDel models the activity as follows: Result = Availability x Performance. The availability is 

computed in terms of the working hours (typically 6500 hours per year per equipment), and the performance is 

measured in terms of Result per hour (tones per hour, meters per hour, liters per hour, and times per hour). 

Availability is utilized to monitor maintenance and Performance to monitor production. I assert the following 

points are the heart of success of any industrial activity: 

i. For how long are you performing? 

ii. When you perform, how is your performance? 

iii. How can your operators suggest ways to improve their performance?  

 

We present a simplified version of RocDel as follows: 

 

Figure 3: RocDel Model 

A question one can ask here:  how can operators evaluate their performance (auto-evaluation)? Here comes the 

rule of field managers to set goals and interactively challenge what has been done. To answer this question, it is 

recommended to use modeling to estimate the objectives that have to be targeted. For instance, the RocDel 

framework has been utilized in a minning context, and field people have used Matlab to calculate objectives. We 

are not allowed to show data, however, we present some success results after employing the RocDel framework: 
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i. In a frame of two months, Opex has been reduced by 12% (a few dozens of thousands USD).  

ii. The cost reduction is made a continuous process since the framework, besides being user-friendly, is 

interactive and dynamic: a field operator can improve it.   

iii. There was no additional investiment on OPEX. 

iv. The investment in CAPEX was maintained to 7% of the previous year OPEX. 

The overall outcome of RocDel can be represented as follows: 

                                        

V CONCLUSION 

In this work, we successfully modeled the ressources allocation in a typical production unit. This acheivement 

can have the following uses: 

- Reduce costs by eliminating leaks and losses. 

- Easily evaluate workers on quantifiable basis. 

- Develop software to solve the optimization problem. 

- Automatically allocate resources in a ressource-short environment. 

In future work, we aim to implement our method in user-friendly software and apply it to real data. Preliminary 

results have shown a significant reduction of OPEX without a need to heavy investment in CAPEX.  

RocDel has been used in a minning context, and to chemical plants. The results are encouraging and adaptable 

to any industrial context.  
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